






CENTURIA SUPER 

\SO 100 
\SO 200 
\SO 400 
\SO 800 
\SO 1600 

Films with 
5 speeds 

A rich lineup with unprecedented image quality, 
for every shooting need. 

The long-awaited CENTURIA SUPER series 

Now everyone can enjoy shooting photos the ir own way. Today's f ilms 
must offer something fo r indi vidual tas tes and applications. 
The CENTURIA SUPER series does that admirably. The lineup of f ive 
di ffe rent types offers more than diffe rences in f ilm speed. Granularity at 

the hi ghest level in its class sati sfi es the demands of ex perts, while 
outstand ing ease of use makes it simple fo r beginners to take 
beautiful photos. A new level in f ilm quality. 

Excellent 
durability vs. 

heat and 
humidity 
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Basic concept: Easier to use, 
more beautiful than ever 

e."cel f' fleP(O (,,(less 
ColO .o( 511~ Obviously finer detail, top-level granularity ",,,,d &)pef'1 Delivering f ine-grained images with smooth reproducti on of deta il 
S and very littl e noise. 

Banishing underexposures, highest level of actual speed in class 
Underexposure, which can rare ly be f ixed satisfactoril y, remains the 
class ic cause of inadequate photos. With hi gh actual f ilm speed, even 
bac klit scenes can be captured in beauti ful prints. 

Unprecedented stability for long-lasting quality 
CENTURIA SUPER film s are not onl y resistant to heat and humidity, 
but also natural radiatio n, which can impair film speed and granularity . 
They de li ver long-lasting performance on a very high level. 

Single shared print level for high-quality prints anywhere, any time 
The seri es features uni f ied print level spec ifications, making it easy fo r 
labs to print. F inished prints di spl ay the same high image quality, fo r 
beautiful prints every time. 









CENTURIA SUPER 

Astounding image quality and ease of use in a ultra-high-speed film! No longer 

Competitor's ISO 1600 CENTURIA SUPER 1600 

With its outstanding granularity, 
CENTURIA SUPER 1600 is the best 
IS01600 film ever. 
Thought ultra-high-speed films weregrainy? 
Not any more. Konica Minolta's advanced 
manufacturing technologies, like Super 
MCC, give this film granularity 
comparable to IS0800, for smooth 
depiction of every scene. 



r pros only . 

Deli vers all the performance you expect 
from a ultra-high-speed film, capturing 
every nuance in mysterious candlelit scenes. 
But even better, it features the highest 
granularity in its class, allowing it to depict 
the finest details without graininess, even 
in shadows. By dispensing with a flash, 
you can capture the real atmosphere of the 
scene, with no red-eye or washed-out skin 
tones. CENTURIA SUPER 1600 makes it 
easy for anyone to take artistic photos that 
look like they were shot by a pro. 

With this ultra-high-speed film and higher shutter speeds, dynamic sports shots are crystal 
clear. CENTURIA SUPER 1600 is the perfect choice for zooming in on fast movll1g actIOn 
with a compact camera, and for recording dramatic moments at night games. 

ISO 1600 

ISO 800 

ISO 400 

ISO 200 

ISO 100 

Ultra-high-speed film is 
also excellent for shooting 
romanti c nightscapes at 
vacation spots. Thanks to 
its outstanding granularity, 
CENTURIA SUPER 1600 
shows every detail of neon 
lighting and colorful 
illuminations. Its wide 
latitude and brilliant co lor 
depiction also guarantee 
superb daytime shots. 
Truly a super color film , 
fo r any kind of scene. 

Capture high-speed movement. 
With 1501600, never miss 
another shot! 
CENTURIA SUPER 1600 delivers clear 
depictions of dynamic action too fast to be 
seen by the human eye. Enables high 
shutter speeds for truly exciting sports 
shots. 



CENTURIA SUPER 

Super-fine granularity for capturing any type of subject. A film you can trust. 

With the superior granularity you expect from an ISOJOO 
film , and further enhanced sharpness. Overwhelmingly 
detailed reproduction of every type of subject, with the 
highest level of actual speed of any film in its class fo r 
rich and li vely portrayal of foreground subjects, even 
when they are backlit or seen aga inst the bright 
backgrounds so common in outdoor shooting. 

People's memory tends to enhance the vividness of colors. 
Therefore, CENTURIA SUPER 100 depicts flowers in more 
brilliant red and leaves in deeper green, showing scenes as you 
remember them. Robust specifications ensure that performance 
remains unimpaired down to the last shot. 



CENTURIA SUPER 

Utterly realistic. Outstanding granularity and brilliant color saturation. 

With the highest level of granularity in its class , thi s film 
delivers as toundingly smooth reproduction of 
foreground expressions and background detail. Brilliant 
colors and lively skin tones make it an exce ll ent film fo r 
portraits and landscape photos. CENTURIA SUPER 200 
also features superior res istance against the effects of 
heat and humidity, so that it can be used with confidence 
no matter when or where. 

Thanks to its high actual speed, CENTURIA SUPER 200 shows 
more depth in indoor fl ash shots, capturing detail s that were lost 
before. Color balance under fl ash illumination is also excellent, 
for more realisti c photos. 



CENTURIA SUPER 

A multi-purpose color film for all situations 

With its wide latitude, this film delivers superior 
performance in under-exposed as well as over-exposed 
conditions. When shooting a bright indoor scene with 
natural li ght, it captures all of the details in both 
highlights and shadows. It also features excellent 
compat ibility with fluorescent li ghting, for natural 
look ing prints of scenes with mixed flash and overhead 
light ing. 

The extra latitude provided by IS0400 speed makes thi s film an 
excellent choice for daytime shots of moving objects. 
With CENTURIA SUPER 400, you will be ready for any shutter 
opportunity. Konica Minolta MCC and UCC technologies protect 
against the effects of heat and natural radiation, so that the film 
retains its outstanding properties until you are ready to use it. 



CENTURIA SUPER 
An easy-to-use high-speed film, ideal for zoom cameras 

Zoom-up shots of fast-moving object tend to blur. 
Eliminate the blur by choosing an IS0800 film and a fast 
shutter speed. The result is a sharp depiction of whatever 
you are shooting, regardless of movement. With its wide 
latitude, CENTURIA SUPER 800 performs very well in 
daytime shooting. Summertime shots have superb color 
balance and fine granularity, for beautiful prints. 

CENTURIA SUPER 800 is also an excellent film for sunset and 
nighttime portraits. With the highest actual speed in its class, it 
captures every bit of light from distant light sources. Plus, it features 
excellent compatibility with fluorescent lighting and advanced 
technologies to protect against natural radiation. 
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